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INTRODUCTION

Revivalist Fantasy
ALLITERATIVE NATIONALISM, FROM MODERN TO MEDIEVAL

IN AN 1868 ESSAY on alliterative verse, Walter W. Skeat argued that, to move forward in framing the “rules and laws of English prosody,” literary critics must cast their eyes inward, reconsidering their discipline’s foundational assumptions. Critiquing the “absurd and mischievously false terminology” produced by applying concepts from “temporal” classical verse to the “accentual” English corpus, Skeat urged scholars to generate “genuine English terms” for the study of “English” poetic works. While Skeat is concerned primarily with meter rather than politics, it is telling that he turns to a nationalist rhetoric of uniqueness and authenticity when considering alliterative prosody. Although Skeat’s terminological suggestions did not reshape prosodic studies—we still speak of the *iamb* and *trochee*, for example, rather than Skeat’s “genuine English terms,” *Return* and *Tonic*—his insistence on retooling a classically oriented criticism of alliterative meter led to considerable standardization. Indeed, Skeat’s key claims concerning alliterative verse—that of a four-stress line, with two caesura-divided half-verses, each marked by two major stresses, with the stresses tending to be marked, in various patterns, by alliteration—still form the basic framework within which most literary historians work.

Skeat’s call for literary critical self-critique has been echoed in recent medievalist work. Critics practicing the New Medievalism have turned increasingly to self-reflexive studies of literary criticism’s institutional context. The New Medievalist writing of “the history of medieval studies from within the perspective of the discipline itself” has been aptly described as an “Oedipal” project that directs critical violence against the enduring work of foundational scholar-fathers. Narrating the “family romance” of medieval studies, New Medievalists have foregrounded the epochal nineteenth-century transition from amateur to professional literary criticism and thus have called attention to the often hidden ideological legacy generated by the
institutionalization of literary studies. As I shall argue, nationalism proves the most powerful paradigm of this nineteenth-century critical inheritance.

Tracking the development and continuing impact of the literary historical concept of an Alliterative Revival, *Revivalist Fantasy* participates in such disciplinary history. I will define Alliterative Revivalism as the dissemination of the theory that the Old English alliterative line re-emerged in a mid-fourteenth-century Middle English literary “efflorescence” practiced by a single, nativist “school” that competed with French-influenced, syllabic poets associated with the English South. I will maintain that the Alliterative Revival is a medievalist rather than medieval phenomenon that originates from, and continues to sustain, Western nationalist interests linking British, American, and Continental scholars. Tracing the Alliterative Revival only so far back as the nineteenth century, I will argue that Euro-American nationalists project modern racialism into the Middle Ages, using the fantasy of an atavistic alliterative movement to narrate the rise of a Chaucerian proto-modernity.

In foregrounding critical fantasy, I do not claim an objective vantage point from which the folly of past scholars can be isolated and removed, exposing a stable medieval corpus beneath. *Revivalist Fantasy* has its own desires, which dictate the directions in which I steer criticism after identifying Alliterative Revivalism’s continuing literary historical life. Operating according to the historiographical assumption of the modernity of the Middle Ages—the artificial pastness of which James Simpson traces back to the sixteenth-century epochal “period map” drawn by state and ecclesiastical interests that consolidated themselves by narrating a “negative” medieval past—I will present Revivalist prejudice as a critical horizon within which we continue to receive late-medieval alliterative texts. Revivalist discourse tells a fundamentally nationalist story: linking alliterative verse with a factitious Germanic antiquity, Revivalist critics tie literary and national modernization to the spectacular collapse of a unified alliterative movement. Identifying the Revival as a racialized fantasy, I will demonstrate the ways in which the totalizing vision of a neo-Saxon alliterative movement inhibits us from appreciating the engagement of alliterative poems with matters of current concern. My own critical desires and cultural moment drive both my critique of Revivalism and my recovery of perspectives obscured by a nationalist literary historical lens. I will arbitrarily select poems that speak to my own post-nationalist, anti-imperialist critical priorities. Such arbitrariness is obligatory: since my primary argument is that the Revival is a monolithic narrative that blinds us to alliterative poems’ local contexts, my own story is deliberately multiplex and discontinuous. Redirecting alliterative texts away from the Revivalist fantasy of
a moribund neo-Saxon tradition, I seek to re-open lines of communication between particular alliterative poems and issues of current critical fascination, such as transnational identity (chapter 2), gendered economic power (chapter 3), borderlands culture (chapter 4), and subversive communication networks (chapter 5).

My aim is to identify and thereby disengage layers of disciplinary prejudice that have rendered alliterative texts fundamentally retrograde, by analyzing a racialized rhetoric that sustains a nationalist grand récit. The Alliterative Revival has had a long literary historical life. Offering material evidence of Kathleen Biddick’s observation that “medieval studies is still intimately bound to the fathers” responsible for literary criticism’s nineteenth-century professionalization, Revivalist discourse continues to inflect our reception of late-medieval alliterative texts. This ongoing impact is nowhere clearer than in vexed efforts to escape Revivalist historiography. In his critique of “Old Historicist” investigations of alliterative verse, Ralph Hanna argues persuasively that “identifying the poetry with its verse-form renders it particularly Other in a literary context increasingly dominated by syllabic (and especially Chaucerian) verse” and marginalizes alliterative texts according to assumptions of “defiant regionalism” and “negative reactions to centralizing tendencies.” Yet even as Hanna attacks the limitations of this “Othering” gesture, he participates in an “Old Historicist” insistence on a monolithic and self-conscious alliterative movement: for Hanna, “alliterative poems” are “always concerned” with the socio-political implications of lordship; “alliterative narrative” is “inherently exemplaristic” and “soberly turned towards values which will endure”; and history is for “them”—evidently for all “alliterative” poets—a “longing for a new beginning.” By the end of the essay, Hanna holds that “alliterative poetry” is indeed “Chaucer’s Other,” in terms of “consciousness,” if “not of geography.”

Insisting that the nostalgic pose associated with the alliterative poet is a literary historical rather than literary phenomenon, I will argue that the fantasy of a nativist Alliterative Revival contributes to a nationalist effort to retroactively arrest the play of late-medieval ethnic, linguistic, and regional identities. By manufacturing a monolithic metrical school obsessed with a native past, Revivalist critics consign poets producing alliterative works to a static antiquity against which a Chaucerian modernity is projected. Alliterative verse becomes linked repeatedly with pastness and with death. Much as Hanna reveals a totalizing vision in revising Alliterative Revivalism, so does Christine Chism disclose the continuing influence of Revivalist literary historiography. Chism’s powerful analyses of the social and cultural contexts of alliterative texts are framed by a Revivalist paradigm:
the “single current” Chism pursues in *Alliterative Revivals* is “the revival of the dead and the past performed.” Generations of Revivalist criticism literally cast a pall over the readings, with alliterative poets portrayed as primarily backward-looking, their postmortem eyes turned resolutely toward the Saxon past. As I shall argue throughout this book, the structural metaphor of revival that Chism inherits derives from a nationalist narrative of double death: a doomed fourteenth-century aesthetic movement appropriates the prosody of a doomed Saxon England. By reviving the allegedly native strong-stress line, with the re-animated prosody expiring after its spectacular, but short-lived, literary moment, alliterative poets suffer a second death in Revivalism’s writing of the rise of a Chaucerian English modernity.

If Alliterative Revivalism inflects even such searching studies as Hanna’s and Chism’s, it is because its fantasy is deeply embedded in the discipline, with its nationalist, racialized narrative reproducing itself in numerous literary histories. Each of the elements constituting Revivalist discourse merits terminological discussion. In turning to fantasy as a conceptual tool, I investigate the ideological vision that projects a coherent historiographical picture onto a Middle Ages made to stage English modernity’s rise. Medievalist scholars have deployed what L. O. Aranye Fradenburg calls the “power of fantasy to make history” for various purposes, ranging from the ethical installation of state welfare systems to programmatic nationalist activity. I will locate the rise of Revivalism within the nationalist philological culture in which Middle English studies evolved. If Stephen G. Nichols is correct in arguing that nineteenth-century “romantic historiography” fashions an “essentially ‘modern’ Middle Ages wherein might be discerned the origins and identity of current practices and institutions,” then it is crucial to note that Revivalist criticism writes this modernity into the close of medieval English literary history, with Chaucer winning the field after the final, failed stand of a nativist, provincial poetics.

Alliterative Revivalism turns to ethno-history to manufacture this medieval modernity, picturing a Chaucer who triumphs over purist neo-Saxons by fusing native bluntness with a Francophile sophistication. Such racial logic is a key innovation in post-Romantic literary criticism. As Reginald Horsman demonstrates in his study of the nineteenth-century shift from “environmental” understandings of racial difference to the pseudo-scientific taxonomies of discrete races, blood-based narrative played an integral role in both the British and American brands of imperialism that sustained Revivalist theory. Spawned in this racialized nineteenth century, Revivalism fantasizes the continuation of eleventh-century Saxon–Norman struggles on fourteenth-century metrical battlefields, with neo-Saxon alliterative
poets revolting against French-influenced (though English-speaking) syllabic competitors. While Revivalism depends upon racialist logic, it remains largely aloof from explicit racism. Far from serving to sustain the Anglo-Saxonist ideology key to Anglo-American imperial aggression, the Revivalist narrative ultimately depends upon a barbarization of Saxon identity, whose backwardness is used to highlight the English ascent to a racially hybrid modernity.

Revivalist criticism involves a literary historical writing of English exceptionalism and the deployment of “cultural capital” to “constitute retroactively” a “pre-national” culture on which to ground the modern nation. A fantastically ancient Saxon culture and a nativist artistic rebellion against a syllabic foreignness become the narrative ingredients of a nationalist myth of triumphant aesthetic assimilation. Alliterative Revivalist imagination involves a retrospective installation of what Dipesh Chakrabarty calls the “not yet”: much as nineteenth-century historicists display a Western-biased evolutionary model of history that deems non-Western cultures not yet civilized enough for self-rule, so do critics theorizing a doomed reflowering of alliterative verse imagine fourteenth-century Saxons as noble barbarians in need of the civilizing supplement of a French-influenced, but nevertheless English, Chaucer. To build the story of a modern England, Revivalists narrate the meteoric rise and collapse of a medieval one.

Just as Revivalists write a nineteenth-century notion of race into late-medieval alliterative culture, so do they project a modern notion of the nation into the Middle Ages. Throughout this book, I will understand the nation as a fundamentally modern phenomenon, generated by a nationalist ideology that saturated the nineteenth-century development of literary criticism. I will contend that, despite recent efforts to stretch the nation’s history back into the medieval period, we should see the Western Middle Ages as pre-national, with the imperial state a preferable model for late-medieval British literary history. How we are to understand the nation in such a chronology remains controversial. Some discussion of what Walker Connor calls the “terminological chaos” in the theorization of the nation, in which arguments range from a people to a state, and from vaguely contoured, subjective communities to precisely delineated polities, will help contextualize my understanding of Revivalism’s nation as a fundamentally modern construct.

The “notoriously slippery meaning” of the word “nation,” as Kathy Lavezzo notes, precludes us from meaningfully tying this “fantasy”-saturated concept to a determinative etymological analysis. However, it is instructive to examine two related ethno-historical arguments for a medi-
eval nation, which depend on racial and linguistic associations. If we were to rely merely on historical uses, then the word “nation,” as a term connoting a community bound together by notions of common blood—rooted in the Latin natio, for “birth, origin,” and extended to mean “breed, stock, kind, species, race, tribe, set”—would be of great antiquity. The Vulgate Bible offers a particularly influential use of natio in its enumeration of the various descendants of Noah’s three sons, Shem, Ham, and Japheth (Gen. 10:1–32), in a catalogue appropriated both by medieval genealogists and by nineteenth-century race theorists. If we regard the nation as signifying merely the perception of common birth and culture, then nations must be seen as polities of great antiquity, with roots stretching well beyond historical memory. Influenced by Romantic notions of cultural particularity, some critics emphasize language as the primary force binding individuals into a nation. As in the case of race-based views of national identity, the criterion of linguistic solidarity leads to claims for numerous nations, with each possessing the same primordial antiquity as the language with which it is conflated.

Neither racial nor linguistic bonds produce the nation as I understand the term. I do not mean to discount the importance of ethnic identity in late-medieval Britain, though I do seek to work against a recent trend of extending the nation’s genealogy lineally back into the Middle Ages. I will suggest that, rather than providing space for medieval nations, late-medieval Britain featured a range of non-congruent entities—regional (and imperial) states; transnational communities based on religious and class affiliations; and what Anthony D. Smith calls ethnies, ethnic groups sharing common culture, origin myths, and sensibilities about territory. While modern nations are qualified by ethnic roots, according to Smith, they are nevertheless distinct from these ethnic identities, requiring the homogenizing mechanisms of the bureaucratically centralized, post-Enlightenment, post-industrial state. In suggesting that we speak of ethnic communities and states as separate entities, while seeing religious and class identities as constantly complicating individual political loyalties, I join certain theorists of the medieval nation in critiquing teleological understandings of national development. My focus on empire, for example, aligns my work with Patricia Clare Ingham’s study of late-medieval British political fantasy. While I share Ingham’s vision of a dynamic Britain in which competing visions of community included various combinations of regional and ethnic identities, I differ in choosing to break from the vocabulary of a medieval nation in my investigation of radically other forms of political community that bear uncanny resemblance to the transnational present.
In calling attention to the nationalist motives at the heart of the Alliterative Revival, I rely particularly on two theorists of nationalism. For Benedict Anderson, the rise of a nation like England was part of a second phase of the nationalist age, as nineteenth-century European states produced sovereign and limited “imagined communities” imitative of originally Creole models, with the latter polities formed out of former administrative units of empire. The nation required significant cultural development, as a fixed vernacular gradually became standardized by, and then became the primary vehicle for, print-capitalist culture. Despite this material prehistory, the age of the nation represents a new sociopolitical epoch. Whereas the homogenization of a national print language and the related reduction of other dialects to “regional” status are, Anderson holds, “largely unselfconscious processes,” nationalists regularly make it their business to manufacture a teleology out of such developments. As I shall argue, Revivalist critics use the narrative of an alliterative school’s rise and fall to imagine a metrical civil war that yields a single literary tradition for a late-medieval nation. Revivalists obscure their nationalist motives, stressing radical difference through a racialized dialectics, even as they distract attention from the shared nature of the field in which these ethnic others compete—that of vernacular Middle English. Revivalism’s fantastically aged, nativist neo-Saxons compete with a Francophile but English-speaking Chaucer in a struggle that marks the foundational literary history of England as English. Channeling language’s unique capacity to provide a powerful, but virtual, sense of “contemporaneous community,” Revivalism conflates the English nation with an English language that “looms up imperceptibly out of a horizonless past.”

Revivalist critics insist on such continuity, in order to obscure the post-industrial rupture that, according to Ernest Gellner, produced the nation. Emphasizing the modern nation’s faux-antiquity, Gellner argues that nationalism is “not the awakening of an old, latent, dormant force, though that is how it does indeed present itself,” but is rather the product of new forms of “social organization” demanded by industrial capitalism. According to Gellner, modern industrial societies, seeking constant market growth, require socioeconomic mobility and cultural homogeneity, each of which is precluded by the primacy of class-based and religious affiliations in the medieval and early modern worlds. While breaking away from the fundamentally class-striated, pre-national past through the cultivation of a general education system, the industrialist-capitalist nation still exploits emotive ethnic attachments. Literary history proves a key channel through which nineteenth-century nationalists exploit ethnicity’s homogenizing power. Producing the evolutionary narrative of a hybrid English
identity generated by competing, racially encoded prosodies, Revivalist critics linked an alliterative movement’s collapse with the imagined rise of an English modernity destined to become the cultural center of a larger and later British imperial state.

In emphasizing Alliterative Revivalism’s nationalist modernity, I do not mean to suggest an absolute medieval–modern divide. As Jeffrey Jerome Cohen argues, we need not “choose between continuist and alteritist approaches” as “metanarratives,” insofar as each vision offers useful perspectives in interrelating the medieval and the modern. While I maintain the alteritist view that the medieval nation is a modern projection, I insist on placing late-medieval Britain within an ongoing imperialist history that stretches back at least as far as the era of Edward I. Urging critics to consider the imperial, rather than national, state as the analytical unit for late-medieval English and Scottish political history, I aim to link this pre-modern political world with post-national “Empire,” as seen in Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s vision of a global movement beyond static nation-states and into a world of unbounded, corporate, and biopolitical power. In order to indicate the dynamic sense of community formation in the Middle Ages, I avoid use of the term international, which implies a modern, static disposition of uniformly defined nation-states, and instead deploy the term transnational. Drawn from postcolonial critics’ efforts to work against nation-based critical methodologies, the concept of the transnational enables our identification of networks of meaning that defy boundaries traditionally tied to nations. Undoing nationalist Revivalist frames allows us to juxtapose the medieval and post-modern periods’ similarly transnational empires.

Besides forging connections between contemporary and medieval politics, an alteritist view of nationalism works against the marginalization of the Middle Ages in traditional periodization. Medievalist critics have often been wary of alteritist views of the nation, sensing that modernity constructs its identity precisely against a medieval past. In arguing that English nationhood stretches back to King Alfred’s reign, for example, Kathleen Davis contends that Anderson systematically ties modernity to the “decline” of medieval culture, with the “shift” to the nation requiring decisive movement away from medieval dynasticism, transnational religious community, and a “providential” sense of time. While Davis is right to critique Anderson’s generalization that the medieval sense of time is non-calendrical—Geoffrey of Monmouth’s systematic synchronization of British historical events with Roman and Judeo-Christian histories clearly counters this view—it is worth noting that Anderson’s argument for late-eighteenth-century Creole nations undermines traditional literary histories that locate modernity in
the sixteenth century. When we follow Gellner’s even later dating of the nation’s rise, falling well into the industrial nineteenth century, it becomes clear that the modernist theory of the nation allows us to reconfigure traditional literary histories, grouping the medieval, early modern, and Enlightenment periods in a pre-national epoch.

In insisting on Revivalism’s nineteenth-century, nationalist origins, I systematically explore modern literary historical materials as filters through which late-medieval alliterative texts are encountered. Analyzing educational institutions’ powerful role in producing the homogeneity key to the modern nation, Pierre Bourdieu isolates literary history as a key means by which the school system constitutes a “dominant culture” as the “legitimate national culture.” Revivalist discourse participates in precisely this process of “inculcating” the cultural ingredients of the “national image,” by narrating modern English literature’s rise after the ruin of a reactionary, nativist movement. Much as, for Derek Pearsall, the Chaucer associated with the foundations of Englishness is a product of nineteenth-century nationalism bearing little resemblance to the class-conscious and Continentally minded medieval poet, so is the stereotype of the alliterative poet as a neo-Saxon struggling against foreign newness generated by post-industrial, Western nationalism. Gellner’s and Bourdieu’s focus on the education system’s homogenizing effects informs my choice of medievalist materials for analysis. I engage not only with literary historical monuments, such as those of Hippolyte Taine and George Saintsbury, but also with little-known works used in secondary schools or aimed at a general readership that also participated in inculcating the Revivalist narrative. While it would be impossible to give exhaustive coverage of such literary histories, my engagement with a range of Revivalist arguments exposes the mode of reproduction of this nationalist fantasy of opposition and nativism that obscures the various motives driving late-medieval alliterative poems.

As I shall argue, not only the Revivalist vision of an agonistic relation between alliterative and syllabic prosodies but also an emphasis on a self-consciously “alliterative” culture are medievalist rather than medieval phenomena. Only by resisting the Revivalist fantasy of a nativist alliterative school can we re-engage with the poems’ current concerns. Just as we do not read Chaucer as obsessed with a specifically syllabic identity, so should we avoid reading poets working in alliterative meter as primarily focused on prosody. Indeed, almost no medieval evidence exists of the metrical struggle posited by Revivalism. Chaucer produces only a single unambiguous reference to alliterative poetry, when the Parson insists, “But trusteth wel, I am a Southren man / I kan nat geeste ‘rum, ram, ruf,’ by lettre” [But believe you me, I am a Southern man. I don’t know how to
tell stories “fe fi fo,” by letter]. The Parson defines “Southern” literature negatively, distinguishing it from the alliterative line by encoding the three alliterating stresses in the most common alliterative verse-pattern, aa ax, as “rum, ram, ruf.” Chaucer elsewhere makes clear that he sees Britain as a realm with a wide variety of dialects and, indeed, prosodies: knowing that there is “so gret diversite / In English, and in writyng of oure tonge” [such great diversity in the English language and in its orthography], he prays that no one “myswrite” [mis-write] or otherwise “mysmetre” [mis-versify] his text. In referring to alliterative verse, Chaucer’s Parson seems to anticipate Revivalist rhetoric through his reduction of the prosody to a single set of barbaric sounds: rum ram ruf.

However, Chaucer’s Parson is virtually alone in such isolation of an alliterative tradition. While Chaucer’s single snipe at alliterative meter should indeed be seen as part of an effort to magnify his own poetry’s prestige, both the innocuous nature of the attack and its conventionality speak strongly against linking it with a national metrical struggle. The literature-disdaining Parson is hardly an ideal spokesperson for un-ironic literary criticism: indeed, the Parson moves immediately to state that “rym holde I but litel bettre” [I consider rhyme only slightly better] (X.44). Moreover, while the buttressing of identity through a process of “self-alienation” from past “barbarism” has been linked with the early modern “writing of England,” another late-medieval use of the trope elicits evidence against its application to alliterative culture. In the Goldyn Targe, William Dunbar thanks “reverend Chaucere,” along with the Southerners Lydgate and Gower, for bringing the flowers of rhetoric to a Scotland that was before “bare and desolate,” thus improving “our rude langage” and “imperfyte” [imperfect] speech (253–70). If Chaucer’s Parson was tasked with communicating that alliterative verse was barbaric, then Dunbar clearly missed the message, for his “longest and most ambitious work” is the fully alliterative (yet Chaucer-influenced) Tretis of the Twa Mariit Wemen and the Wedo.

If little evidence exists for Chaucer’s conscious competition with alliterative poets, there is even less in extant alliterative poems. Explicit statements by alliterative poets either about their own or about a competing prosody are virtually nonexistent. The exceptional, indeed singular, status of Chaucer’s Parson’s comment on alliterative verse casts doubt on the Revivalist fantasy of opposed meters locked in mortal combat. The Revivalist assumption of alliterative poets’ regional and linguistic alienation also seems overstated, considering recent work that suggests that a strong sense of dialect emerges only after generations of standardization produced by print culture and its grammars, dictionaries, and stable
literary idioms. With such doubt concerning the primacy of medieval dialectal self-identification, and with so little alliterative evidence of metrical self-consciousness, the Parson’s potshot at alliterative poets seems too slim a piece of evidence to support such militaristic Revivalist visions as Saintsbury’s view of an armed alliterative “rebellion” against the syllabic “foreigner.”

While the Alliterative Revival is a medievalist fantasy, it derives from a medievalism very different from that of nineteenth-century utopianists seeking escape from post-industrial alienation. Examining a late-eighteenth- and nineteenth-century “medieval revival,” Alice Chandler argues that both “naturalist” and “feudalist” medievalists, hostile to utilitarianism, set about “reanimating the spirit of the medieval past,” in order to locate a “home” absent from a mechanistic, materialistic modernity.64 No such Romantic utopians, Alliterative Revivalists were not fleeing from, but were essentially invested in, the consolidation of the post-industrial nation. Rather than looking to alliterative culture for a more authentic past to inform a morally deficient present, Revivalists imagined a retrograde past as the antithesis of a proto-homogeneous modernity. Manufacturing a national Saxon–Norman struggle that persisted into the fourteenth century, Revivalism highlighted the doomed nature of a unidimensional nativism, with the fantasy of a proto-national race war culminating in the triumph of Chaucer’s hybrid poetics.

Alliterative Revivalists, building upon the racialized literary historical foundations laid by critics such as Taine and Thomas Warton, did not share with nostalgic medievalists such as the Pre-Raphaelites the vision of an ideal medieval order, with neatly organized social classes harmonized by a larger, supervisory Catholic Church.65 Rather, they saw a pre-modern inheritance that provided material useful for the nationalist mythology of cultural continuity. As we shall see (chapter 1), Revivalist racialism emptied the fourteenth-century prosodic proving ground of all competing ethnic identifications save the Saxons and Norman French. As F. V. N. Painter chillingly argues, invading “Teutons . . . supplanted the native Celts as completely as their descendants exterminated the American Indians,” thereby ensuring that in “the character of these Teutonic tribes are to be found the fundamental traits of the English people and of English literature.”66 American Revivalist critics such as Painter, every bit as invested as British scholars in a primordial Saxon Englishness, participated in the construction of an ethno-historical narrative in which a neo-Saxon subculture survived the Norman Conquest, only to disappear into Chaucer’s assimilative English modernity. The evolutionary essence of Revivalism’s nationalist, agonistic literary history could be encapsulated as the conviction that that which
does not kill Chaucer makes modern English stronger. Working against the grain of the more virulent forms of Anglo-Saxonism that sustained racist discourses in both Britain and America, Revivalism valued hybridity over purity, using its narrative of a crushed nativism to portray England as both strengthened and unified by ethnic diversity. While we may cringe at hearing the racist logic of Reuben Post Halleck’s description of Saxon “dough” mixing with Norman “yeast” to make a single English “race” that produced the world’s pre-eminent poetry, hybridity is here valorized in such a way as to distance Revivalism from the Teutonist emphasis on Saxon superiority that Clare Simmons has shown to lead directly to twentieth-century racism.

As we shall see, Alliterative Revivalists insist on the futility of efforts to cultivate a nostalgic, race-based nativism.

Along with ethnic identification, regional difference plays a significant role in my analysis. Recognizing Revivalism’s unremittingly diachronic pursuit of the racialized origins of a single alliterative movement, I will re-engage with alliterative texts as individual poems by conducting synchronic analyses. I have not sought to map out a detailed history of late-medieval alliterative verse; indeed, it is my basic contention that the Revivalist production of a single explanatory model blinds us to the current concerns of poems composed in the meter. In the final three chapters, I propose regional models for exploring select alliterative texts. In referring to alliterative zones I build on N. F. Blake’s revision of a monolithic Alliterative Revival through the conception of “revivals” in the Southwest Midlands, Northwest Midlands, and Scotland, with none “in total isolation” and yet each featuring a unique audience. While I argue that we need to discard the concept of “revival” produced by generations of critics artificially binding alliterative poems to a fantasized Saxon past, I follow Blake’s lead in imagining relatively distinct sociopolitical contexts. I do not suggest that these alliterative zones are finite in either number or location, nor do I attempt to provide exhaustive coverage of alliterative works within a region. Heuristic rather than deterministic, these alliterative zones map out the range of local, regional, and transnational contexts inflecting poems that happen to be composed in alliterative verse. I do not seek to offer the final word on the regions that I assess. My engagement with Yorkshire, for example, a region that could command its own study considering York’s thirteen-line alliterative tradition and the prodigious output of the West Riding scribe Robert Thornton, does not presume a totalizing reading, but serves primarily to enrich our contextualization of *Sir Gawain and the Green Knight* (chapter 3).

Attention to regional difference and instability, along with my focus on empire and transnational class loyalties, undermines Revivalism’s assump-
tion of late-medieval national identity. Theorists of a medieval nation have produced powerful visions of English unity, such as Adrian Hastings’s argument for a late-medieval vernacular literature forging national identity from insular territorialism and from a religious English exceptionalism that dates back to Bede’s eighth century, and Michael Clanchy’s argument that a cultural Englishness surviving the Norman Conquest became the basis for thirteenth-century processes of governmental centralization that treated England as a national territory. My analyses of alliterative poems released from Revivalist filters call such national unities into question. I critique such cultural homogeneity as Hastings asserts, by examining a transnational aristocratic culture that defies attempts to equate English community with the territorial population (chapter 2); and I argue that such elitist interests render the state Clanchy describes as imperial rather than national (chapter 4). As I will systematically maintain, Revivalist critics exploit the powerful narrative appeal of teleological historiography, positing a stable, primordial ethno-linguistic presence as the foundation for a stable English territorial state. While centralizing tendencies can indeed be located, we need to be wary of projecting static notions of English (or Scottish) nationhood back into the medieval period, since regional, class, and religious loyalties overrode the capacity of centralization to produce either territorial or demographic homogeneity. Joining with critics who emphasize such socioeconomic and regional fissures, I work against the retrospective, post-Romantic gaze of a Revivalism that projects national unity into discrete social and cultural historical data. Revivalist Fantasy seeks to redirect our critical attention to the contemporary engagements of alliterative works unconcerned with Revivalism’s ethnonationalist nostalgia.

In chapter 1, I introduce Alliterative Revivalism, tracking its development from the early phase of amateur medievalism to its explicit racialization and regionalization by critics participating in the disciplinary formation of literary studies. I collapse the distinction between critics who see the significant fourteenth-century output of alliterative poems as the resuscitation of a long-dead Anglo-Saxon line and those who interpret that re-animation as an illusion produced by manuscript attestation of an essentially oral meter: each perspective is predicated upon a modern rather than medieval desire for continuity with the Saxon past. Tracing the development of racialist literary history, I argue that Revivalist critics imagine a unified, neo-Saxon alliterative movement that struggled in vain against a syllabic, Francophile South that Chaucer shepherds into modernity. After demonstrating the survival of such a militaristic, monolithic vision of alliterative meter, I turn to Wynnere and Wastoure to explore the limitations produced
by Alliterative Revivalism. Revivalist insistence on Saxon sternness and nationalist nostalgia blinds us to the Wynnere-poet’s sophisticated, playful engagement with transnational issues of class, consumption, and pleasure.

In chapter 2, I explore Revivalist anxiety concerning French culture, arguing that medievalists project Francophobia into a late-medieval period in which transnational solidarities precluded nationalist loyalties. Examining William of Palerne, a fourteenth-century alliterative translation of the twelfth-century Old French Guillaume de Palerne, I explore a ritualized animal allegory that bridges the French and English aristocratic worlds. Working against Revivalism’s ethno-linguistic nationalism, I track the poet William’s use of translation to sustain elitist interests. In becoming animal, whether as werewolves or as dressed in animal skins, these romances’ aristocratic youths ritually mark their social power. William intensifies his source’s elitism due to his anxieties concerning the prestige of Middle English, pressured by his patron’s transnational aristocratic class rather than by any anti-French nativism. William also intensifies female participation in the ritual transformation of each noble youth into the homo sacer; as women wielding clerical power supervise the animalized allegory of aristocratic exceptionalism. Excluding an Eastern prince from the closed circle of aristocratic becoming, William indicates that pan-European cultural ties override anything like nationalist identity, suggesting empire as the model for late-medieval English political identity.

In chapter 3, I turn to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and its transnational context. The Gawain-poet’s milieu transcends the militarized Northwest Midlands, to include a Northeast Midlands bound by bibliographical and economic links, as well as Welsh, Manx, Scottish, and Northern English territories connected by mercenary warfare. Noting Revivalist critics’ tendency to privilege male conflict due to an obsession with a Saxon spirit motivating alliterative work, I investigate critical resistance to the vital roles accorded to Morgan and the Lady. Anxiety about such powerful female figures derives from the considerable legal and economic power open to all English women being magnified by the massive wealth and sparse population of militarist culture. Such economically empowered female agents also stir unease in regionally proximate poems by John Clerk and the Morte-poet. Considering literary critical efforts to reduce the Lady’s and Morgan’s roles through aesthetic fault-finding or doppelgänger fantasies, I conclude that such reactions reveal both medievalist and medieval unease with the socioeconomic instability generated by the English war machine, and that such female empowerment undermines Revivalism’s masculinist, neo-Saxon ethos. Finally, I maintain that Morgan encodes her political pre-eminence through an allegory of ages, disguising herself as an elderly
widow in order to signal her superiority both to her middle-aged emissary, Bertilak, and to her young competitor for transregional power, the young Arthur.

In chapter 4, I explore two alliterative Arthurian romances, analyzing Anglo-Scottish marcher culture as a transnational context obscured by Revivalism’s nation-based literary historiography. Examining two poems in the thirteen-line stanza, the *Awntyrs off Arthure* and the *Knightly Tale of Golagros and Gawane*, I investigate borderland sensibilities produced by the collision of the Scottish and English empires, in which shared narratives of imperial aggression and practices such as side-switching belie attempts to link either poem to a single national provenance. I call attention to the *Awntyrs*-poet’s anti-imperialist imagination of Arthurian aggression and assess the ethnic ambiguities of Galeron, Gawain, and Galloway. The poetics of land-grants with which the poem closes highlights the Arthurian war-state’s transnational status. Turning to the ostensibly Scottish *Golagros and Gawane*, I argue that, far from figuring a Scottish love of freedom through a lord’s effort to remain independent, the poet highlights the arbitrariness of imperial Arthurian aggression in a fluid, marcher world. Golagros’s final lordlessness signals the purely romanticized status of his independence in a borderland driven by brutal, transnational expansionism.

In chapter 5, I turn to poems of the *Piers Plowman* tradition that undercut Revivalist claims concerning the geographical and cultural provinciality of late-medieval alliterative verse. Situated in a Southwest Midlands–London nexus that connected an allegedly outlying region with the scribal and administrative circles of the Greater Westminster area, the Langlandian tradition forces us to abandon the center–periphery rhetoric at the heart of Revivalist discourse. While Revivalist critics often link alliterative poets with cultural and technological backwardness, the poets of the *Piers Plowman* tradition prove to be on the cutting edge of communications technologies. I assess a canny conception of book production among Langlandian poets, examining the *Crede*-poet’s recursive media analysis and the strategic use of anonymity for political communication in *Richard the Redeless*. Tracking the narrator’s movement in *Mum and the Sothsegger* from idealism to pragmatism, I explore a systematic deployment of media and authors in a recursive allegory of political discourse. Langlandian poets’ sophisticated understanding of social networks and textual media is obscured by Revivalist efforts to read alliterative poets as neo-primitives looking ever backwards into a moribund, oral, and Saxon past.

In the epilogue, I discuss the literary historiographical implications of undermining Alliterative Revivalism. Arguing that my modernist view of the nation involves an epochal rather than teleological model of historical
change, I maintain that the disengagement of nationalist desires structuring the reception of alliterative texts exposes medieval motivations that often mesh with current critical priorities. By identifying Revivalism’s monolithic discourse (chapter 1), clarifying the transnational context for alliterative poems (chapter 2), and then exploring the diverse local contexts obscured by a reductive Revivalist vision (chapters 3–5), I expose the considerable, yet often unconsidered, weight of nationalist fantasies. It is only by disclosing Revivalism’s racialized and nationalist rhetoric that we can recover what Gabrielle Spiegel calls the “social logic” of literary works as “lived events” that “are essentially local in origin.”81 By identifying and thereby disengaging layers of reductive criticism that have accreted to critical assessments and editions of alliterative texts, I seek to forge dynamic links among late-medieval and current concerns.82 Revivalist Fantasy re-engages with what has been left out of the nationalist fantasy of a doomed, nativist metrical rebellion, re-imagining communities and commitments occluded by the deeply rooted discourse of Alliterative Revivalism.
I N H I S R E V I E W of Turville-Petre’s *The Alliterative Revival*, Blake suggests that “it might not be too much of a paradox to say that the best book on the alliterative revival is likely to be the one which takes as its theme that such a book is unnecessary because it organizes Middle English poetry in the wrong way.”¹ Such a book would at least “allow the author to dwell fairly on the differences as well as the similarities among alliterative poems.”² In critiquing Alliterative Revivalism’s monolithic vision, while exploring contexts foreclosed by nationalist literary historiography, I have intended the simultaneously destructive and creative response envisaged by Blake. The Revivalist portrait of a unified, nativist, provincial alliterative movement proves rooted in nationalist, ethno-historical discourses that evolved along with the Western discipline of literary studies. However fantastical Revivalism appears, it continues to shape our reception of late-medieval alliterative texts, suggesting images of nostalgia, ethnic pride, and, above all, its master narrative of cultural death followed by revival followed by second death.

My assumption of the nation’s nineteenth-century origins might suggest an epochal literary historiography predicated upon the absolute alterity of the Middle Ages. However, it is only regarding national identity and race that I stress medieval–modern difference. As I have shown through my engagement with classism and Western consolidation (chapter 2), female participation in a transnational economy (chapter 3), marcher culture and empire (chapter 4), and the politicization of book culture (chapter 5), alliterative texts are variously caught up in cultural practices of continuing significance. By systematically undoing the layers of Revivalist fantasy that have accreted to alliterative works, I aim to recover the medieval desires and commitments obscured by the literary-historical yoking of poems to an allegedly native Saxon past.
My insistence on the nation’s modernity takes place in the context of a vigorous historiographical debate. Medievalist scholars have offered powerful criticism of modernist theories of nationhood, particularly Anderson’s view of a decisive shift from a dynastic Middle Ages with a transnational religious structure and “sacral” sense of time, to secular, socially horizontal communities, each imagined in the “homogeneous empty time” of print-capitalist culture. Ingham, for example, has powerfully interrogated Anderson’s evolutionary argument that continuously developing capitalist pressures cause the “passing away” of dynasticism and typology, which disappear in the past of a linear model of history. In emphasizing the continuities of pre-modern and current imperial identities, I submit that alternative approaches such as Ingham’s “dialectical” method are vital adjustments required for the application of modernist theories such as Anderson’s. I have sought to isolate the precise aspects of Anderson’s (and Gellner’s) models that contribute to my critique of Revivalism, not the least of which is the discursive coincidence of the nationalist age with the professionalization of literary studies (chapter 1).

I would urge medievalist critics to recognize the epochal, rather than binary, potential of Anderson’s and Gellner’s historiographies. In tracing European national modernity only as far back as the nineteenth century, I adopt a version of modernity that undermines the marginalization of the Middle Ages in periodizations that assume a decisive sixteenth-century shift. Timelines such as Gellner’s post-industrialist rise of nationalism remove the medieval era from isolation, joining it with the early-modern and eighteenth-century periods in a reconfigured, pre-national epoch. Insofar as periodization, as Davis argues, is a “political technique” that always serves current interests, it is unsurprising that the concept of modernity is as ambiguous as it is historiographically inevitable. As we have seen, some medievalist scholars trace a progressively developing English national identity as far back as the Anglo-Saxon period; other critics, using criteria such as Reformation culture or cartography, argue for a sixteenth-century dawn; while others, examining anti-French literary culture or British political union, assert eighteenth-century beginnings. Considering such a variety of narratives of national growth, it seems an oversimplification to view Anderson as unique in constructing Western modernity on the basis of a medieval other. Unless one assumes primordial ethno-national identities that stretch continuously beyond historical memory, one must draw an exclusionary line at some historical point. Anderson’s late-eighteenth-century Creole print-capitalism is no less arbitrary in its explanatory force than Hastings’s argument for Anglo-Saxon religious identity or Greenfeld’s
prioritization of the English Reformation. Moreover, Anderson’s historiography accommodates non-linear readings. By foregrounding technological developments and the cultural effects of the mass migrations that produced Creole consciousness, Anderson identifies a nationalist age while simultaneously implying that decisive shifts in technology and demographics can produce alternative epochs.

With its emphasis on political and technological ruptures in cultural history, epochal historiography can bring postmodern criticism into proximity with the medieval period. Two of the topics I pursue demonstrate how an epochal historiography of nationalism works against alteritist tendencies. When I turn to Anderson to explore the unstable nature of borders in the Anglo-Scottish marches, insisting that the assumption of nation inhibits us from seeing the identity play within such communities (chapter 4), I am motivated in part by a desire to theorize radical return to pre-modern territorial instability. As Hardt and Negri argue concerning the “new physiology” of global politics, the notion that power can be contained within limited sovereign territorial states is already being undermined, with transnational power networks preying upon the very belief in fixed national borders.

The dynamic imperial states of the late-medieval period bear uncanny similarities to such post-national entities. When I focus on the political use of anonymity and multiplicity in Langlandian book culture (chapter 5), probing the “manuscript matrix” that often eludes a print-centered critical tradition, I am driven by a fascination with the similarly unstable nature of manuscript and digital textuality. Tracking the multiplication of texts and the obfuscation of authorial responsibility in Langlandian poems, I hope here to open up theoretical lines of communication between the age of the manuscript and the electronic epoch.

In applying Gellner’s argument that industrial modernity requires a homogeneous society capable of being efficiently mobilized for capitalist production, I highlight both class loyalties and regional distinctions that prove incompatible with the Revivalist fantasy of medieval nationalism. While it would be naïve to claim that modern capitalism utterly levels class distinctions, Gellner’s modernist model offers the crucial insight that post-industrial society organizes itself as if pre-national social hierarchies have been destroyed, with general education programs, nationalist political rhetoric, and nation-wide bureaucracy assimilating all localities into a single market system. Gellner’s insistence on industrialism’s systematic production of socioeconomic entropy highlights the qualitatively different status of medieval classism, thus exposing Revivalism’s imagination of a populist nationalism as a distracting fantasy.
Arguing for a late-thirteenth-century rise of an English nation, Turville-Petre asserts that nationalist loyalties existed alongside both local and transnational identities, such as the Church, with the trans-regional growth of English as the vernacular standard producing a national perspective.\(^{17}\) I would advance two criticisms of this view. While patriotism concerning the English realm has presumably existed as long as has the kingdom, such emotional attachments require a systematic and self-sustaining ideology to rise to the level of nationalism.\(^ {18}\) Moreover, considering the lack of late-medieval mass media and general education institutions to disseminate such an ideology uniformly, I join Pearsall in asserting that medieval invocations of English identity invariably prove local, serving merely to rhetorically reinforce class or regional interests.\(^ {19}\) As seen in William of Palerne (chapter 2), the notion of a nationalist ideology transcending class interests is a medievalist projection: William “Englishes” French material not out of patriotism, but in the service of aristocratic exceptionalism. Besides such overriding class interests, the entities that inspire loyalties in the poems that I explore in this book, such as the imperial war machines of Arthurian romance (chapters 3 and 4), bear little resemblance to the modern nation. Much as the Mum-narrator slips seamlessly from Orléans back to London (chapter 5), much as Galeron of Galloway switches unflinchingly from one side to a stronger (chapter 4), and much as the monarch of Wynnerere and Wastoure unproblematically bears the arms of England and yet rules over French and Germans (chapter 1), late-medieval Middle English poets prove unconcerned with the exclusive loyalties required by modern national identity.

My reflection on regional perspectives also aims to release select alliterative poems from subjection to Revivalism’s fantasy of nationalist nativism and ethno-poetic nostalgia. Convinced that the identification of Revivalist discourse facilitates re-engagement with alliterative texts deracinated by generations of nationalist reception, I investigate contexts that speak to current critical priorities. I propose alliterative zones flexible enough to accommodate social and cultural cross-connections, while simultaneously elucidating regional identities obscured by nationalist models. Analysis of the fissured nature of pre-national political identity proves vital in recovering such local contexts. Rejecting Revivalism’s monolithic contextualization of alliterative poetry, I adopt what Jacques Derrida calls that “interpretations of interpretation” that affirms the ludic potential for manipulating elements, acquired through recognition of the non-totalizable nature of the literary historical field.\(^ {20}\) I advisedly make no effort to provide exhaustive coverage of an alliterative movement or movements. Indeed, I highlight the partiality of my selections of texts and regions because it is
central to my argument that the Revivalist vision of a single alliterative school that could be reconstructed is a limiting fantasy. It is not fantasy itself that I indict—or claim to transcend. In foregrounding the heuristic nature of my regional contextualizations and the arbitrariness of my choices of poems for analysis, I seek to illuminate medieval–modern continuities in alliterative poems, in order to encourage further interested reconfigurations of social and political contexts informing alliterative works.

In insisting on the modernity of nationalist literary history, I assert that nineteenth-century racist logic, rather than medieval ethnic identity, produces the Alliterative Revival. As we have seen (chapter 1), while Revivalism depends upon a modern, pseudo-scientific taxonomy of discrete races, its most immediate, Anglo-nationalist goal prevents it from participating fully in the Anglo-Saxonist racism of nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century America and Britain. In order to construct its narrative of English exceptionalism, Revivalist theory presents neo-Saxon culture as retrograde, technically inferior, and doomed to fall before a Chaucerian school that embraces and assimilates an imported French culture. Far from idealizing Saxons as a uniquely gifted and indomitable race, Revivalists portray them as second-rate provincials, with limited, if purist, talents. Revivalists aestheticize ethno-historical material to produce a literary history that, while Anglo-centric, appeals through its nationalist rhetoric to various British, American, and Continental critics committed to post-Romantic ethno-national paradigms. That American critics were among the first and most virulent Revivalists (chapter 1) supports Anderson’s hypothesis that the first nations derived from Creole cultures linked by print technologies with imperial ethnic homelands, and also highlights the modern nexus of nationalism and imperialism. Much as a shared sense of Germanic origins and imperial destiny drove both American and English nationalist literary histories, so does the participation of Scottish critics alongside English scholars sustain imperialist visions of an Anglo-centric British antiquity.

In his description of nationalism’s historiographical sleight of hand, namely, that “it preaches and defends continuity, but owes everything to a decisive and unutterably profound break in human history,” Gellner offers what could stand as a summary of Revivalist practice. The Saxon–Norman binary out of which Revivalism constructs its modern England is a fantasy produced by forgetting, performed in the mode of “thinking nationally” that, as D. Vance Smith argues, “obliviates[s]” differences “in memorializing the nation.” Revivalism invokes Saxon–Norman difference only to kill it off, with its primary motivation being the installation of a modern Englishness that postdates the alliterative movement’s defeat by a Chaucer who epochally blended native vigor and Norman style. If Smith is cor-
rect in maintaining that modern nations require an ethnic core (even if factitious) to survive, then Alliterative Revivalism’s post-industrial production of medieval ethnic homogeneity aims to anchor modern national identity. The identification of Revivalist discourse facilitates resistance to such nationalist leveling of the ethnic, regional, and class differences informing individual alliterative poems.

Through his analysis of the diversity of audiences, composers, and traditions of late-medieval alliterative verse, Lawton deems it necessary to note that he does not intend to imply that “there is no such thing as alliterative poetry.” For the polemical purpose of revising the Revivalist model that continues to inflect our reception of alliterative verse, I would suggest that criticism benefits from acting as if there were no such thing as alliterative poetry. A fixation on prosodic identity is the driving force of Revivalism’s nationalist narrative of neo-Saxon nativists collapsing before a successful, because hybrid, Chaucerian poetics. While critics understandably relish the metrical skills of a Chaucer or a Dunbar, they rarely insist on linking such poets with their prosodies, which is precisely what Revivalist scholars do when fashioning monolithic narratives that foreground the choice of alliterative meter. While alliterative prosody is, of course, a recognizable meter, whether used exclusively or in combination with rhyme, I would suggest that scholars have not often enough considered how transparently this verse-form was used. Given the near absence of primary evidence of alliterative self-consciousness (Introduction), it is clear that Revivalism’s prioritization of prosodic difference is a gross imposition of modern literary-historical taxonomy. Much as the notion of a single rhythmic standard for alliterative verse is an anachronistic, post-print production (chapter 1), so does Revivalism’s single alliterative movement provide an influentially reductive frame. By disrupting Revivalism’s nationalist story of a futile reanimation of the Old English past, I have endeavored not only to negate the ongoing impact of such totalization, but also to suggest reconfigured sociohistorical contexts. I have selected poems that figure transnational identities, regional politics, and writing technologies, deliberately replacing Revivalist fantasy with my own set of informing desires, in an effort to re-engage with the current energies animating late-medieval alliterative poems.
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Chapter 3

1. Unless otherwise noted, all citations from *Sir Gawain* are taken from Vantuono’s edition; my translations.

2. Scholars typically deploy George Lyman Kittredge’s division of *Sir Gawain* into the Beheading Game (in which Gawain allows the Green Knight to strike at his head with an axe, after having dealt the Green Knight himself one such blow), and the Temptation (according to which each player agrees to give the other each day’s winnings, with Bertilak going hunting on each of three days, while Gawain spends significant time with his host’s wife); see *A Study of ‘Gawain and the Green Knight’* (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1916), 7–9.

3. I here replace both Vantuono’s text and my translation with Twomey’s insightful redaction, in “Morgan le Fay at Hautdesert,” in *On Arthurian Women: Essays in Memory of Maureen Fries*, ed. Bonnie Wheeler and Fiona Tolhurst (Dallas: Scriptorium, 2001), 103–19 [111]. Twomey’s punctuation captures Bertilak’s linkage of his lordly status with subjection to Morgan and suggests that Bertilak is just one of a number of knights in her service.
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8. On the Northwest Midlands’ sparse population due both to its remoteness and to military service, see Bennett, Community, Class and Careerism, 8–10; 190–91. On the trend toward depopulation in the late-medieval Midlands, see Saul, “Medieval Britain,” 137–42.
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15. See Rowena E. Archer’s extraction of such social realities from the anonymous women inhabiting fifteenth-century records, in “‘How ladies . . . who live on their manors ought to manage their households and estates’: Women as Landholders and Administrators in the Later Middle Ages,” in Woman is a Worthy Wight: Women in English Society, ed. P. J. P. Goldberg (Phoenix Mill, Gloucestershire: Alan Sutton, 1992), 149–81 [150–62].
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18. On legitimacy and symbolic communication, see Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power, 230; 234.
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22. For Revivalist insistence that the alliterative poet is essentially old, see Shepherd, “Nature of Alliterative Poetry,” 64–65; and Hanna, “Alliterative Poetry,” 501.


25. Ingham, Sovereign Fantasies, 182.
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42. Turville-Petre, *Alliterative Revival*, 35.
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47. On the dialect and manuscript of *Saint Erkenwald*, see Clifford Peterson’s edition (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1977), 1–11; 23–26. Bennett speculates that the author of *Erkenwald* was a native of the Northwest who moved to
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Chapter 4


2. All citations from The Knightly Tale of Golagros and Gawane (hereafter, Golagros and Gawane) are from Ralph Hanna’s edition (produced with material by W. R. J. Barron), Scottish Text Society Fifth Series 7 (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2008); my translations.
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30. On the rise of the modern nation being tied directly to the diminishment of feudal privileges through the concentration of physical force capital in national armies, see Bourdieu, “Rethinking the State,” in *Practical Reason*, 1–18.
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33. Rhiannon Purdie dates *Golagros* from between the “early fifteenth century” (when the *Awntyrs* and the Alliterative *Morte* begin to circulate) and 1508 (the date of Walter Chepman and Andrew Myllar’s print), in “The Search for Scottishness in *Golagros* and Gawane,” in *The Scots and Medieval Arthurian Legend*, ed. Rhiannon Purdie and Nicola Royan (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2005), 95–107 [95n].

34. On “chronicle” Arthurian works, see Field, “Romance in England,” 171. For a rejection of the chronicle–romance distinction in the Alliterative *Morte*, and for analysis of the poem’s dialectics of history and poetry, see Ingham, *Sovereign Fantasies*, 79–82.

35. Matthews lists textual links among these poems, in *Tragedy of Arthur*, 156–61. Although Matthews’s evidence for textual parallels is unassailable, his argument that the *Awntyrs*-poet borrowed from the Alliterative *Morte Arthure* rests on slim grounds.
(159), since these poems resist certain dating. The Alliterative Morte also resists precise localization and is best conceived within a generally militarized zone including the northern Midlands and the English North (see chapter 3).

36. For Musgrove, the Northwest Midlands are part of the North (see North of England, 118–54).

37. On civilian suffering in the Alliterative Morte, see Matthews, Tragedy of Arthur, 115–50; and Ingham, Sovereign Fantasies, 87–100.

38. On postcolonial theorists’ recent attempts to “dislodge” the “national geographies” inflecting medievalist criticism, see Ingham and Warren’s introduction to Postcolonial Moves, 1–15.


42. The Awntyrs survives in three other manuscripts. The Lincoln Cathedral Library MS 91 text of the Awntyrs comes from the West Riding of Yorkshire, while the Ireland Blackburn MS Douce 324 copy has been traced to the “south-eastern counties” by Doyle (“Manuscripts,” 97), while Gates describes the Lambeth Palace 491 copy as of the “southermmost” origin (Awntyrs, 15). For full manuscript descriptions, see Gates, ed., Awntyrs, 6–16. Hanna’s claim that the Awntyrs is a composite of two poems (“The Awntyrs off Arthure: An Interpretation,” Modern Language Quarterly 31 [1970]: 275–97) is largely irrelevant to tracing the poem’s codicological history, since all copies present roughly the same text. Hanna’s evidence does not strike me as decisive, since the relatively short length of the text exaggerates the significance of statistical variations (see especially 292–93), while his view of “poetic incompetence” in the latter part of the poem is too subjective (293). Even if one grants Hanna’s arguments for the Awntyrs’s composite origin, the version that has survived was clearly fashioned as a single poem—and, as far as manuscript evidence informs us, it is only as a single poem that the Awntyrs was presented to medieval audiences.
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44. Golagros was among the first works printed by Chepman and Myllar (see Hahn, ed., Golagros, 232).


48. Each of these empires differs from the modern nation in granting the church jurisdictional authority that overlaps with secular power. However militaristic these empires appear, neither ever questions the status of “Christendom” as a second “imagined community,” with individuals subject to an ecclesiastical jurisdiction. On the diminishing power of Christendom as an “imagined community” within expanding vernacular bureaucracies, and on the absence of independent secular communities before the eighteenth century, see Anderson, *Imagined Communities*, 41–42.


50. Purdie contends that the oft-cited approximate date of 1470 reflects “the tendency of scholars to assign any undated Scottish text with a political slant to the troubled reign of James III,” in “Search for Scottishness,” 95n.


52. Ibid., 190.


55. Ingham, *Sovereign Fantasies*, 188. Ingham, while aligning Arthur with England (162), still leaves the “national” provenance of the *Awntyrs* open to question (184).


61. Such raiding was common in the Anglo-Scottish marches well into the fifteenth century and involved allegiance to local lords rather than national armies; see Brown, Black Douglases, 3–6.


63. This reading is derived from the Ireland manuscript; the other manuscripts offer “errant” [D], “armed” [T], and an omission [L]; see Gates, ed., Awntyrs, 138. Hanna’s text has Galeron described as an “errant” knighte (349).

64. Brown, Black Douglases, 160.


66. Amours, ed., Scottish Alliterative Poems, lxxii. The very title of Amours’s collection silently argues his nationalist view of the Awntyrs. Amours’s claim for a Scottish Awntyrs (which, to my knowledge, no recent scholars accept) contributed significantly to debate about Huchown (li-lxxxii).

67. Ibid., lxxii.

68. On the historiographical need to resist exaggerating the scope of rarefied legal discourses about constitutional change or monarchical centrality, given the overwhelming importance of “personal” relationships in medieval political life, see Smyth’s preface to Medieval Europeans, xii–xiii.

69. On class-based interests in Barbour’s Bruce, see Goldstein, Matter of Scotland, 133–214. Goldstein observes of “heroic poetry” that among its basic ideological functions is impelling “soldiers to wage war to defend an idea” (144). On the Black Douglases’ use of Howlat to cultivate their connection to the James Douglas who carried Robert the Bruce’s heart into battle against Muslim enemies, see Brown, Black Douglases, 128–30.

70. Brown, Black Douglases, 134.

71. J. A. Tuck, “War and Society in the Medieval North,” Northern History 21


74. The Orkneys were pledged to the Scottish Crown by Christian I, King of Denmark and Norway, in a 1468 marriage treaty, after which Scottish kings treated them as Scottish territory; see A. D. M. Barrell, Medieval Scotland (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 171–72.


79. Awntyrs, 418; 419–20. Though textual variation makes identification of the entire list of Galeron’s territories impossible, the scribes agree on identifying Carrick, Cunningham, and Kyle, which are located in Ayrshire, just northwest of the powerful lordship of Galloway. For textual variants, see Gates, ed., Awntyrs, 150, and Amours, ed., Scottish Alliterative Poems, 354. On Galloway’s perennial ascendancy over its neighbors, see Barrell, Medieval Scotland, 86–90.


81. Barrell, Medieval Scotland, 86.


85. On Black Douglas respect for Galloway’s distinct customs, see Brown, *Black Douglases*, 60–64; 171–75. The Douglas conquest of the Galwegians is commemorated in Holland’s thirteen-line stanzaic *Howlat*. If Turville-Petre is correct in suggesting that the *Awntyrs* brought the thirteen-line stanza into Scotland (‘‘Summer Sunday,’’ 3), then the *Awntyrs* is also a borderlands text in literary history. On the conquest of Galloway as depicted in the Douglas arms, see Brown, *Black Douglases*, 62–64; and Amours, ed., *Scottish Alliterative Poems*, 303n. On wild men as arms-bearers, see Husband, ed., *Wild Man*, 171–95.

86. On “social logic” and the irreducibly local nature of texts as “lived events,” see Spiegel, “History,” 77.


94. As with the list of lands through which Galeron identifies himself, the lands that Arthur offers to Gawain are not easily identified and display significant textual variation. For variants, see Gates, ed., *Awntyrs*, 188n; for discussion of the difficulty of deciphering the locations, see Hanna, ed., *Awntyrs*, 140n.

96. The Welsh territory of Glamergan [Glamorgan] is the first territory mentioned in all of the manuscripts, followed by the “worship of Wales” as the primary gift; “Gryffeones castelle” [Griffin’s castle] (Lincoln MS) and “Criffones castelle” (in both the Douce MS and the Ireland MS), both unidentified, approximate Welsh orthography; and “Wales” is again mentioned in line 669 of the Douce MS (Gates, ed., Awntyrs, 188–89).
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100. Brown, Black Douglases, 146–51.
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106. On the waning of Douglas family fortunes as border violence decreased after 1389, see Brown, Black Douglases, 327–32.


109. See the variants to lines 683–85 (Gates, ed., Awntyrs, 190). The Lambeth manuscript also has Gawain refer to “oure” (that is, Arthurian) “lordscip” [lordship]; the Douce manuscript, with its reading of “your,” has surely contributed to the editorial confusion addressed by Gates (228n).
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15. On parallels between manuscript and digital cultures, see Deibert, *Parchment, Printing, and Hypermedia*, 137–216; and Burnley, “Scribes and Hypertext,” 41–62. The New Medievalist return to the “manuscript matrix” (Nichols, “Introduction,” 9) would benefit immeasurably from Hayles’s analyses of the dynamic interrelation of text and material context in the digital epoch, in *Writing Machines* (19–33).

16. See especially Gellner’s argument for nationalism’s equation of culture and politics, in *Nationalism*, 20–21.


18. See Newman’s distinction between patriotism, which is of great antiquity and is oriented exclusively toward external threats, and the more systematic nationalism, in *Rise of English Nationalism*, 52–54.

19. Pearsall argues that late-medieval statements of vernacular pride imagined as a general “wave of English nationalism” are just as readily interpreted as “fragmentary, sporadic, regional responses to particular circumstances,” in “Chaucer and Englishness,” 288–89.


24. D. Vance Smith, “Piers Plowman and the National Noetic of Edward III,” in

25. See Gellner’s argument that nationalism “preaches and defends cultural diversity, when in fact it imposes homogeneity,” in *Nations and Nationalism*, 125.

26. Smith, *Ethnic Origins*, 212. Smith insists that a past sense of ethnic homogeneity and territorialism is part of the modern nation (11), producing a temporally complex entity (see 212–14).
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